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Brittany

From the Editor
b y  B r i t t a n y  C r a w f o r d , C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  D i r e c t o r

The end of February marks the beginning of our 
Stewardship Campaign for the 2020-2021 annual 
operating budget, so it feels appropriate that the 
theme chosen for this month is generosity.

A great deal has happened over the last year 
regarding stewardship at FUS. Under the 
leadership of Steve Goldberg, our Stewardship 
Campaign Chair, and Cheryll Mellenthin, our 
Project Coordinator, we moved from the 
concept of an annual campaign to the philosophy 
of stewardship—giving of our time, talent, and 
financial means to our beloved community.  We’ve 
created a Stewardship Ministry Team, expanded 
our fundraising events to include a food cart 
event, a family-friendly Cabaret, and concert-
based fundraisers, including our Valentine Jazz 
Soirée happening on Friday, February 14. We also 
recently “Closed the Gap” in January through the 
generosity of this congregation. What began as a 
projected variance in the annual operating budget 
has been eliminated through your generosity, and I 
continue to be inspired by the deep commitment 
and love you have for this place.

When reflecting on this month’s theme, I kept 
returning to my mother’s stories about her 
parents. My own memories of my grandmother are 
steeped in stories of generosity. My grandparents 
embraced the spiritual practice of tithing to their 
small Baptist church, but their generosity went 
beyond giving a percentage of their income. Their 
home became an extension of their generosity, 
opening their doors to extended family members 

who needed a place to live. My grandmother 
became a nurse after her children were grown 
and always chose to work the Christmas 
day shift so a colleague could spend the day 
with their children. My grandfather died long 
before I was born, but when my grandmother 
passed away a few years ago, it didn’t take long 
to settle their estate. They didn’t have many 
things, but the inheritance they left us was 
generosity, kindness, and a love of learning.

My grandparents taught me that generosity 
isn’t something you do, it’s a spirit you cultivate. 
As I become older, the more remarkable I 
find their story. It isn’t the flashy, so-beyond-
ordinary story that makes for bestsellers and 
blockbusters. And perhaps that’s why trying to 
live into their legacy is more challenging—it’s 
achievable.
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From the Editor
b y  B r i t t a n y  C r a w f o r d , C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  D i r e c t o r

Doug

A moment with the ministers
w i t h  R e v . Ke l l y  J .  C r o c k e r  &  R e v . D o u g  E . Wa d k i n s

Walter Brueggemann writes in one of his famous 
prayers, “On our own, we conclude: there is not 
enough to go around, we are going to run short.” 
The power, pettiness, and sheer destructive forces 
created by this spirit, and the reality suggested 
by this sentiment, continues to both surprise and 
humble. So much of what distorts and destroys 
this planet, and the living things that populate it, 
is created by this deadly combination of isolation 
and poverty of spirit. It has been all the more 
aggressively propagated by a time in which, still 
unfathomable to many of us, the concept of 
building a wall between countries continues to 
have some credence and influence in the popular 
imagination.

Last month, Doug had the opportunity to see 
the amazing Broadway show, Hadestown. The 
show takes the Greek mythology of Hades, 
Persephone, Eurydice, and Orpheus and casts it 
into the timeless realm that all true myths inhabit. 
One of the more famous aspects of this specific 
show is that almost a decade before our current 
presidency and world situation, a wall features 
prominently in the symbolism of the play. Hades, 
the king of the underworld, sings to inhabitants 
(and his workers) that they must toil tirelessly on 
a wall to fortify against the poor and needy.  Not 
that the workers are truly benefitting, but the 
propaganda reinforces that if the wall were to 
fall, then the poor would surge in and steal away 
their survival (paradoxically since the inhabitants 
of Hadestown are all dead) by robbing them of 
their job security. Such a powerful symbol of how 
wanting and longing for protection from a sense of 
scarcity, and our hope for something more, can do 
in our world, in our hearts, and in our thinking. But 
Hadestown also preaches the timeless redemption 
of love and a faith that is strong enough to outlive 
cycles of hardship. Ultimately, examples of love 
and deeper connection prevail and changed 
perspectives bring new life. These examples of 
love, connection, and deep commitment live here 
at FUS as well.  

Recently, you embodied the spirit of possibility, 
abundance, and generosity by taking to heart 
the truth behind the “Close the Gap” Campaign: 

Kelly

that within this congregation there is enough!  
FUS has enough love for what matters most 
here, enough resources to break down walls 
and create bridges of connection, hope, and 
possibility.  When the truth about the challenges 
was identified, and what was needed to keep 
this congregation strong was shared, so many of 
you understood the importance of acting in love 
and sharing what you are able. Those choices 
changed the narrative of our congregation for 
the better.

In his poem, Walter Brueggemann concludes, 
“By your giving, break our cycles of imagined 
scarcity, override our presumed deficits, and 
quiet our anxieties of lack. Transform our 
perceptual field to see the abundance…mercy 
upon mercy, blessing upon blessing.”

There are so many blessings present here in 
this community.  The truth is that together we 
are ALWAYS enough.  We must not believe the 
powerful, false mythologies that would convince 
us otherwise. This month we invite you to 
explore your own places of abundance and 
your own very human places of scarcity.  We all 
embody both.  We each, in our own way, struggle 
with will we be enough as a parent, citizen, 
partner, and worker. Join us in this month’s 
exploration as we discover how, together, we 
are not only enough but so much more! 

Warmly,
Kelly and Doug
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from the president
b y  Te r r i  P e p p e r , P r e s i d e n t , F U S  B o a r d  o f  Tr u s t e e s

At our January meeting, the FUS Board of 
Trustees formalized the process we will carry 
out to nominate a ministerial search committee. 
There are several steps involved, the most 
important of which is collecting input from as 
many people in the congregation as possible. 
The primary question is, “Who would you trust 
to serve on the search committee for our next 
settled minister?”

In thinking about who you might suggest, please 
consider first these additional questions: 
• Ministerial candidates are interested in 

congregations with a high level of self-
awareness—awareness of strengths and 
weaknesses, what the congregation is like 
at its best and at its worst, as well as on an 
average day. Who knows (or can learn) the 
history and culture of the congregation, 
whether a member of long standing or 
relatively new? 

• Who can represent and serve the 
whole congregation well? (Rather than 
representing a single perspective or group.) 

• Who in the congregation works well on 
a team?

In contemplating these questions, please answer 
as simply as possible about who you would trust 
to serve on the committee. The goal of this 
exercise is to gather broad input for the initial 
pool of potential committee members. To gather 
information efficiently, there will be an electronic 
survey asking each member or affiliate of FUS to 
suggest up to three names. The list may include 
your own name if serving on the committee is 
of interest.  A paper survey will also be available 
for those who prefer that method. 

Names put forward will likely include people 
who are currently busy with work, family, and/
or volunteer activities. The work of the search 
committee, extending from approximately 
June 2020 to June 2021, is a significant time 
commitment, but it is also a uniquely rewarding 
opportunity to help shape the future of FUS. 
It is common for members of ministerial 
search committees to temporarily take a step 

back from all other church commitments to 
focus on this important work. The board will 
provide detailed information to potential 
nominees about the scope and timeline of 
the committee’s activities and responsibilities. 
Individuals who are willing and interested 
to serve will then be asked to complete a 
questionnaire expressing their interest in 
writing. The board will select a slate of seven 
members from those who have formally 
expressed interest, balanced for diversity 
of skill and perspective. The slate will be 
presented to the congregation in preparation 
for a vote at the May 31 Parish Meeting.

Calling a minister is intended to be a long-
term commitment on behalf of both minister 
and congregation. The care and intentionality 
with which the preparation for search and 
the search itself are conducted reflect this 
expectation. Periods of congregational change 
and transition involve a lot of uncertainty. 
Looking ahead to the work the search 
committee will do, one thing I have found 
reassuring is reflecting on this month’s worship 
theme—generosity. Generosity is expressed 
in so many ways at FUS, and I anticipate 
this next important step will be yet another 
example of many engaged, generous members 
offering their time and talent, whether on the 
committee itself or contributing to its work, to 
ensure our spiritual community will continue 
to flourish well into the future.

Terri
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Stewardship : The large umbrella
by  Che r y l l  Me l l e n t h i n , P ro j e c t  Coo rd i n a t o r  &  J a ne t  Swan s on , D i r e c t o r  o f  Membe r s h i p  &  Adu l t  P rog rams

As we’ve strategically broadened the concept 
of stewardship over the last year, we gratefully 
acknowledge that our efforts are more than a 
fundraising campaign. Good stewardship is not 
just caring for the present, but investing in the 
future—our future—as spiritual beings and the 
health of our community. It’s about how our 
congregation and members care for all that 
we have to offer one another—of our talents, 
our time, and our financial means. When our 
stewardship is intentional, the undergirding of 
what we hold to be true is strong, resilient, and 
provides a promise for a better tomorrow. Last 
year, we offered you the opportunity to become 
FUS Sustaining Stewards, to communicate your 
intentions to give multiple-year gifts, and over 
one-third of you made an ongoing commitment 
to support our financial well-being. 

We understand that stewardship, in its most 
basic definition, is about taking care of something 
we value and enabling it to grow. Key to basic 
stewardship is the responsible planning and 
management of resources, aligning those 
resources with our values, and ideally creating 
an ongoing culture of ever-increasing generosity 
to support growth aligned with our mission 
and vision. When we present the lesson of 
stewardship under our large umbrella by 
expanding hospitality, opening our doors ever 
wider, and being a joyful and spiritual home 
for all, we’ve clearly aligned the best of our 
resources. 

Under our large stewardship umbrella, we have 
also safely positioned our varied program areas, 
supporting a vision of unity and purpose for 

both staff and members engaged in the good 
works in our community and beyond our doors. 
By purposefully sharing both success stories 
and on-going needs of individual programs, we 
can allocate the resources where they are most 
needed. By clarifying the relationship between 
generous giving and successful program areas, 
we hope to create a sense of commitment to 
the generosity of spirit. When we appreciate that 
stewardship is the gift that reflects our hearts, 
then generosity comes naturally from a place of 
love that only we can truly know. 

This past year we also created a Stewardship 
Ministry Team (SMT). Foundational to the work 
of this team is building a positive culture of 
stewardship in our congregation, and ensuring 
that it is an ongoing part of our spiritual life. 
Transparency and intentionality are an important 
part of the team’s work effort. FUS leadership and 
the SMT helped identify unmet resource needs 
last Fall and provided our generous community 
the detail and plan to provide a solution. Ours 
was a success story made possible by you and 
for you. As stewards, you have demonstrated the 
power of honesty and love for our community.

Certainly, good stewardship involves raising 
money, but it must be nestled under the large 
umbrella of our congregations’ vision and mission.

–Wayne B. Clark (paraphrase)

Cheryll Janet
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We are people of love. Love brings peace. 
Love compels us to treat each other with 
kindness and compassion. Love brings 
people from diverse backgrounds together, 
and it creates a sense of belonging. Love is 
accompanied by an equity-consciousness 
that fosters doing good work in our world. 
Love is the foundation of friendship; it brings 
us together as a community and elevates 
each individual act of love into a movement, 
a cause, the joyful ability to coalesce around 
the magic we can make together.

In my second year of working with you to 
shine a light on the magic here at FUS, what 
I find the greatest joy in is how we celebrate 
one another every day. That makes planning 
the not-everyday events so much fun! I get 
to think about how we can honor all the best 
of our FUS community by bringing people 
together.

That said, it’s time to dust off your good 
time wardrobe and dancing shoes! There’s 
no better way to show and share our love 
than by joining us for magic-making at our 
first FUS Valentine Jazz Soirée. It’s an evening 
of music, hors d’oeuvres divine, and lively 
socializing with partners, friends, and family 
of all ages in the stunning Atrium venue. This 
event serves as a musical preamble for our 
2020 Stewardship Campaign.

At the heart of our Valentine Jazz Soirée 
is the exquisite performance of a stellar 
quintet featuring Darcie Johnston (vocals), 
Dan Barker (piano), Doug Brown (guitar), 
Pete Olig (bass), and Jim Huwe (percussion). 

Valentine Jazz Soirée 
b y  C h e r y l l  M e l l e n t h i n , P r o j e c t  C o o r d i n a t o r

Join us!
Friday, February 14, 2020

6 pm - 9:30 pm
www.fusmadison.org/valentine

See www.fusmadison.org/valentine for more 
information about these renowned musicians. 
They will be performing two sets of American 
jazz standards, including a full set of spotlight 
song requests from you. And, yes, there will be 
dancing!

In planning events, I’ve come to know that 
showing and sharing love also includes sharing 
your intentions with those you care about. 
What this means in practice for our Valentine 
Jazz Soirée is that we need to know you’ll be 
joining us on February 14 for this community 
event. We want to be certain we have plenty of 
great food and beverages, that we are adequately 
prepared for childcare, and that we get your 
song request and personalized message to 
be shared with that special someone—be it a 
partner, friend, or family member. 

Of course, I’ve also learned that putting on 
these special community events is a huge 
team effort. There is still room for you to 
join the volunteer team. Please contact me at 
cheryllm@fusmadison.org to join the team or 
sign-up online at tinyurl.com/fusvalentine.

Share the FUS love!

Ticket Information
• Reserved Seating + parking:  $50/person
• General admission:  $25/person
• Walk-in ticket:  $30/person
• Childcare: $5/child
• Song request with dedication: $50/song

Tickets can be purchased online at www.
fusmadison.org/valentine, or after worship 
services in the Commons.
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let’s uu the vote!
b y  T i m  C o r d o n , S o c i a l  J u s t i c e  C o o r d i n a t o r

Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot,
Nothing is going to get better. It’s not.

–The Lorax by Dr. Seuss

Unless we come together, as one human family, and 
make sure that all of our siblings are cared for… 
Unless we heed the warnings of the scientists 
and face that we are dangerously overheating the 
planet… Unless we insist on the path of peace 
and cooperation, and as one people, end the 
insanity of war… Unless we create justice for all…  
“Nothing is going to get better. It’s not.”

It is time to wake up the world! It is time to face 
what we must and care a whole awful lot. It is time to 
build unity and UU the Vote! We are living in a state 
of emergency. The grave consequences so many are 
already experiencing will continue to accelerate and 
reach every corner of the world, unless we rise up 
and demand a complete transformation of how we 
are living.

Greta Thunberg, the 17-year-old climate activist, and 
the youngest person named Time Magazine’s “Person 
of the Year,” says that we must do the impossible. Let’s 
at least try to do the “highly unlikely.”

Embrace the Possibility
& Commit to Unity

We need to find what it takes—the hope, the faith, the 
love, all of the above—to move past our hopelessness 
and the grim odds that we face. We need to choose 
to believe that the people of earth can unite and live 
in peaceful, just, and sustainable ways. Then we must 
commit to finding our way, and each finding our own 
part in this movement for unity.  It will not be easy, it 
won’t always be fun, but as Greta reminds us, “giving 
up is not an option.”  We must build unity, and we need 
to do it now.

Building Unity is the temporary name for a project that 
is shared by many groups. We intend to build a united 
movement of movements to do the “highly unlikely” 
before it is too late.

In 2020, Building Unity has three main goals:
1. Support the healing of racism, sexism, homophobia, 

transphobia, ableism, and all forms of oppression, 
so that we can build our movement for collective 
liberation. 

2. Create gatherings where we can learn, grow, and 
support each other to continue this work.

3. And in this very critical year, we are uniting 
with and answering the call from the UUA 
to “UU the Vote,” to #VoteLove, and to 
#DefeatHate.

In 2020, Building Unity groups are uniting with 
other organizations to turn out the vote like 
never before. We are just beginning to explore 
how these partnerships will continue to turn the 
tide in Wisconsin. This is an “all hands-on deck 
moment!”

Join a Building Unity Gathering
All over Wisconsin, UU congregations and others 
are creating Building Unity Gatherings to unite 
people in action. In March, we’ll start strategically 
converging on different communities each 
weekend, helping local residents find others who 
are ready to “vote love” and help others do the 
same. We hope to visit at least 70 communities 
in 35 weekends. With people from all walks of 
life, we will find creative ways to engage voters 
and deepen the relationships needed to build an 
ongoing movement for peace, justice, sustainability, 
and democracy.

Would you give one weekend day, afternoon, and/
or evening each month before the election? It is a 
very big request, but we all have to ask ourselves, 
what are we willing to do to stop the complete 
destruction of the world? With a bit of luck, we 
might have the time we need to answer that 
question—together. Please consider how you can 
support this very exciting campaign to vote love, 
defeat hate, and UU the Vote in 2020. To learn 
more about how you can support this work to 
UU the Vote, call me at 608-630-3633.

Tim
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taking care of business
b y  M o n i c a  N o l a n , E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r

In an organization like ours, where over 70% of 
the annual operating budget is born from generous 
financial gifts, it’s hard to imagine telling any story 
other than one of generosity and abundance. Over 
$1.4 million each year is born in conversations at 
kitchen tables that start with something like, “So, how 
much do you wanna give FUS this year?” and “Hey, do 
you think we should go to that event next month?” 
What a thing of beauty to know that beyond each 
number on a financial report lives a rich, raw, and a 
very real moment of love and commitment for this 
community and all that it represents. 

Collectively, we’re able to dream and create such 
awe-inspiring realities. In the last six months, we’ve 
launched solar power; we completed two roof 
renovations; we Closed the Gap (a significant 
projected pledge deficit in the Operating Budget); and 
we successfully refinanced our mortgage with Summit 
Credit Union, which paired with a one-million-dollar 
mortgage pay down scheduled for this month, will 
save the operating budget $45,000 this fiscal year 
and over $110,000 for at least the following seven 
years! The paydown, refinance, and reamortization 
will decrease our annual operating expenses by nearly 
6%. All of these efforts are a marriage of a generosity 
of financial resources and of the gift of time and 
talent. None of these endeavors could have occurred 
without a deeply engaged community. I hope as you 
read the numbers below you can evoke the vast and 
varied flavors of generosity that make FUS’s financials 
so delicious. 

As of December 31, 2019, we had a total of $1,696,000 
in cash and cash equivalents. This is approximately 
$46,000 less than last year at this time, despite 
large budgeted payments for the Capital Campaign 
projects (over $600,000 paid in the last two quarters 
alone). Our fixed assets (for things such as our land, 
building, furniture, equipment, etc.) continue to have 
an estimated value of $10.26 million.

The balance of our Capital Fund was approximately 
$1,512,000 at the end of the second quarter. In 
our Capital Fund this year, we’ve seen $156,000 in 
new income, $622,000 in expenses and $23,000 in 
transfers to the Operating Fund. 

In our Designated & Restricted Fund, we have 
accepted just over $50,000 in new donations, 
completed $43,000 in parish-approved transfers 

to the operating fund, spent $41,000, and ended the 
quarter with approximately $61,000 in cash in its 10 
funds.

Over the last two quarters in the Operating Fund, 
we anticipated $984,000 in income and $956,000 in 
expenses, projecting a net gain of $28,000. Ultimately, 
our actual income exceeded the year-to-date budget 
by about $27,000, with $1,011,000 received by the end 
of the calendar year. Our expenses were over budget 
by approximately $14,000, with a total of $969,000. 
At halfway through the fiscal year, we have a healthy 
$42,000 surplus. While good news, it’s important to 
note that this is about $93,000 less than last year’s 
net operating income at this time, in part due to 
approximately $109,000 less in Unpledged Donations. 
As can be inferred from the title, this category by its 
very nature is challenging to budget effectively for, as 
it is not based on fiscal commitments. Giving of this 
nature has been trending up over the last half-decade, 
however so far this year it’s trending below last year’s 
exceptional activity.

I hope you’ll take a minute to review the Statement 
of Financial Activities on the following page. As always, 
please don’t hesitate to reach out to me or the Finance 
Committee if you have questions about our financial 
state. You can reach me at monican@fusmadison.
org or our Finance Committee Chairperson, Adam 
Simcock at awsimcock@gmail.com. And please, please 
join us on February 2, at 12:30 for the Winter Parish 
Meeting. In addition to a more robust financial update, 
there will be exciting information shared on the 
ministerial search, as well as an overview of the work 
of the Ministerial Research Task Force. Look forward 
to seeing you then!

And thank you again for your generosity.

Monica
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Q1 & Q2
Actual

Q1 & Q2
Budget Variance

2018 Q1 &
Q2 Actual

Variance
from 2018

Operating Income
Pledge Payments 642,903 619,027 23,876 618,722 24,181
Rental Income 93,432 100,851 -7,419 96,889 -3,457
Foundation Income 63,034 62,904 130 62,176 858
Collections & Gifts 44,933 86,730 -41,797 153,516 -108,583
Fundraising 22,992 18,000 4,992 13,261 9,731
Program Income 12,313 16,290 -3,977 10,219 2,094
Funds Transfers 76,082 76,082 0 77,452 -1,370
Other Income 55,675 4,326 51,349 2,274 53,401
Total Operating 
Income 1,011,364 984,210 27,154 1,034,509 -23,144
Operating Expenses
Personnel Expenses 441,026 445,542 -4,516 441,511 -485
Personnel Benefits/Taxes 140,938 143,839 -2,900 108,367 32,571
Mortgage 147,115 147,115 0 147,115 0
Building 119,139 105,097 14,042 106,097 13,042
Program 65,506 65,000 506 52,212 13,294
Administrative 40,283 36,780 3,503 35,625 4,658
Communications 4,823 6,976 -2,153 6,036 -1,213
Fundraising/Membership 10,526 5,350 5,176 2,938 7,587
Total Operating 
Expenses 969,355 955,698 13,657 899,901 69,454
Net Operating 
Income 42,009 28,512 13,497 134,608 -92,599

Other Income
Board/Temp Des Income 50,306 8,500 41,806 31,691 18,615
Capital Income 156,071 212,105 -56,034 234,007 -77,936
Mortgage Principal 
Paydown

67,092 66,000 1,092 64,456 2,636

Total Other Income 273,469 286,605 -13,136 330,154 -56,685

Other Expenses
Expenses from Capital 622,229 1,325,450 -703,221 570,906 51,323
Board/Temp Des Expense 41,073 10,100 30,973 3,280 37,793
Transfers 65,500 65,500 0 65,952 -452
Total Other Expenses 728,802 1,401,050 -672,248 640,139 88,663
Net Other Income -455,333 -1,114,445 659,112 -309,985 -145,348

Total Net Income -413,324 -1,085,933 672,609 -175,377 -237,947

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

1:  All parkers that opted to pay in one lump sum did so in Q4 FY19.  Q4 FY20 should be larger than budgeted.
2:  No large unpledged donations yet
3:  Interest earned from new Ultimate Money Market Account and funds from lightning damage insurance claim.
4:  Approx. $7k in expenses connected to lightning damage insurance claim.
5:  $13k worth of pledge payments that are restricted for next year’s release and funds and expenses for the choir’s

Carnegie Hall trip.
6:  We’ve received over 2.5 million in pledge payments since inception of campaign. $270k outstanding in pledge payments

expected to be paid in next 12 months.
7:  Paid more towards solar project than expected (i.e., new roof to support it).

Statement of Financial Activities
July to December 2019
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Community information
Wheel of Life
In January we celebrated the child dedications of Tilden Josephine Blair Plante, child of Elizabeth 
Blair and David Plante, and Oden John Steigerwald, child of Joe and Monica Steigerwald 
during our 9 am worship service. We welcome them into the life and fellowship of our community.

Winter Parish Meeting
Join us for our next parish meeting on Sunday, February 2, 2020, starting at 12:30 pm in the Atrium 
Auditorium. Lunch will be provided by the Food Haulers, and childcare is available (please register for 
childcare at www.fusmadison.org/childcare). Topics will include the process for selecting a ministerial 
search committee, finances, and the work of the Ministerial Research Task Force. Look forward to 
seeing you there!

Annual Spaghetti Fundraiser for Madison Starlings
Each year, the young women of the Madison Starlings volleyball club prepare and serve a spaghetti 
dinner to raise money necessary to participate in tournaments. Madison Starlings provides free 
or reduced cost volleyball coaching and experiences to youth, regardless of racial, ethnic, or 
socioeconomic status, who might not have an opportunity to play in local volleyball clubs. Please join 
us for this spaghetti dinner fundraiser on Saturday, February 22, at 6:15 pm in the Atrium.

Event with The Capital Times:  A Conversation between Russ Feingold & John Nichols
It’s been almost a decade since Russ Feingold was one of Wisconsin’s U.S. senators and his work in 
more recent years has taken him far from his home state, so don’t miss the chance to hear him talk 
with Cap Times associate editor John Nichols in Madison.
The two will be on stage at the Atrium in the First Unitarian Society, talking about Feingold’s work 
as an ambassador for the international Campaign for Nature to preserve biodiversity, as well as his 
stint as a U.S. envoy to the Great Lakes region of Africa. The state of politics in 2020 will be a likely 
discussion topic as well.
This event is free, but Cap Times members will have preferred seating at the front of the room. For 
more information about membership, visit membership.captimes.com.
Please join us on Sunday, February 23, from 7 pm to 8:30 pm.
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A Month of Services 
Saturday services at 4:30 pm in the Landmark Auditorium 

Sunday services at 9 & 11 am in the Atrium Auditorium

February 1 & 2
“On Generosity”
with the Worship Team
This month we look at all the ways we 
participate in the generous spirit of life, and 
the equally human struggles we all have with 
believing in our own abundance.  We invite 
you to explore with us what this means for 
every level of your life and every relationship 
that matters.  

February 8 & 9
“The Heart of Generosity”
Douglas Wadkins, Interim Senior Minister
It seems that we each participate throughout 
our lives in the ongoing process of realizing 
our potential, power, and possibility. It also 
seems that we all work through our own 
struggles that we are not enough and we do 
not have enough, at least at some point in 
our lives.  What are the basic components of 
this common human experience that we all 
share? Religious community and meaningful 
self-development are important pathways to 
engaging that question and seeking health and 
wholeness. This service will explore some 
of the essential places within each of us that 
offer the truth of a generous heart. 

February 15 & 16
“Feathers, Shells,
&  Sea-Shaped Stones”
with Carin Bringelson, Intern Minister
When seen through a lens of generosity, we can view 
with appreciation the abundance of the earth and all 
that it provides to its inhabitants.  This weekend we 
will explore what Religious Naturalism—a religious 
worldview that is grounded in the sciences, the 
humanities, and the arts—has to say about giving 
and receiving.

February 22 & 23
“Green Beans, Strangers,
& Unexpected Kindness”
Kelly J. Crocker, Minister of Congregational Life
Generosity can mean many things in our lives: a smile 
of greeting, helping someone in need, giving of our 
time or our money, forgiving someone who has hurt 
us. Generosity, as a spiritual discipline, can be one of 
the greatest ways to open our hearts and learn to 
live abundantly and with great joy.

A Month of Musicales
This Friday series begins at 12 pm in the Landmark Auditorium

February 7
Paran Amirinazari, violin.

Bruch violin concerto in G minor.

February 14
Four Seasons Theatre.
Broadway favorites.

February 21
Mosaic Chamber Players.

Beethoven’s 250th Birthday.

February 28
Camerata String Quartet.

Beethoven’s 250th Birthday.


